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Abstract—A numerical wave tank (NWT) can be a useful tool
for wave energy experiments. This paper outlines the imple-
mentation of a NWT using the open-source computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) software, OpenFOAM. In particular, the paper
focusses on an NWT designed for experiments involving rigid-
body type wave energy converters (WECs), using OpenFOAM
version 2.3.0.
Index Terms—Numerical wave tank, CFD, OpenFOAM, wave
energy
I. INTRODUCTION
A NWT is the generic name of numerical simulators for
modelling nonlinear free surface waves, hydrodynamic forces
and floating body motions [1]. NWTs can be useful tools in
the design, analysis and optimization of WECs. Current day
computing power allows the implementation of NWTs using
CFD.
Commercial CFD software packages are available for users
and provide helpful user guides, manuals, documentation,
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and real-time customer sup-
port. However, the price of these software packages can
be prohibitively expensive. Alternatively, there exist open
source CFD software packages, free for users, but without
the extensive support and documentation of their commercial
counterparts.
This paper outlines the development of a NWT implemented
using the open source CFD platform OpenFOAM, and aims
to act as a helpful guide for researchers wishing to utilise
OpenFOAM for the implementation of a NWT, with particular
focus on wave energy applications. A brief outline of CFD
is given in Section I-A and the choice of the OpenFOAM
software explained in Section I-B. A literature review relating
to the use of OpenFOAM for implementing NWTs is collated
in Section II. Examples of the different types of wave energy
experiments and the general capabilities of the NWT are
outlined in Section III. The remainder of the paper then details
the implementation of the NWT for wave energy experiments
using the OpenFOAM software.
A. Computational Fluid Dynamics
The dynamics of fluids is governed by the transfer of mass,
momentum and heat, which are described by the Navier-Stokes
equations [2]. In general, these equations have no known
analytical solution, however, they may be solved numerically
using CFD by discretising the domains of space and time
to form a system of linear algebraic equations, which are
computer implementable.
CFD treats the fluid-structure interaction problem, using the
scheme outlined in Figure 1. First, the Navier-Stokes equations
are solved for the fluid pressure and velocity throughout the
domain. The fluid pressure is then integrated over the body’s
surface, to give the hydrodynamic force on the body. The
resulting body motion, due to the hydrodynamic force, is then
calculated using Newton’s laws. The body and the fluid states
are updated, the simulation is iterated forward to the next time
step and the process is repeated.
Navier-Stokes equation
Pressure over instantaneous 
wetted body surface
Hydrodynamic force on body
Newton’s law of motion for 
the body
Update body and fluid 
states, then re-solve at 
next time step
Fig. 1. Schematic of CFD process for fluid-structure interaction
B. OpenFOAM
There are numerous CFD software packages capable of
implementing a NWT. The choice of OpenFOAM for the
present application is due to its open-source licensing, which
allows the user to run as many jobs/tasks as they require on an
unlimited amount of processors, for free. Whereas the number
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of tasks and processors available for commercial codes de-
pends upon license fees. Furthermore, OpenFOAM is designed
to run on open-source Unix/Linux systems, which eliminates
any software costs entirely from the NWT implementation.
The remaining costs for performing the NWT experiments
are then: the man hours for setting up and post-processing
the simulations, and the computing costs for simulating the
experiments, due to hardware procurement, electricity for
operation etc, or from renting time on a high-performance
computer.
OpenFOAM is essentially a collection of C++ code written
in text files. Operating a software package entirely by text
based commands, instead of a helpful GUI, may at first seem
like a weakness, however it turns out to offer the following
strengths:
• No waiting for GUI’s to load when launching, nor the
inconvenience of the GUI’s freezing and needing to be
restarted during operation .
• Scripting:
– Automation scripts reduce the aforementioned man
hour costs.
– Automation is performed by first parameterising the
C++ text files. Then for each individual case the
parameters in the C++ text files are overwritten with
user defined parameter values for different NWT
experiment set-ups.
– The NWT in the current paper uses the open source
software Python for scripting:
∗ Required inputs - STL file of the device geometry
and the device mass matrix.
∗ User options - Tank geometry, wave inputs, types
of experiments , power take-off (PTO) settings etc.
∗ Postprocessing, data processing and plotting are
also available with Python.
• It allows full control over the software, giving the user
freedom to modify it to suit their needs. For example:
Jacobsen et al. [3] modified a fluid solver to generate and
absorb waves and currents, and Palm et al. [4] modified
a rigid-body solver to couple it to an external solver for
mooring loads.
• OpenFOAM is constantly evolving and improving, as
users extend upon the code, implementing libraries and
toolboxes for different applications. The open-source na-
ture of OpenFOAM often leads to these useful libraries
and toolboxes being freely shared in the public domain.
For example: Jacobsen et al. [3] shared the modified fluid
solver as a free toolbox, waves2Foam [5], for creating
and absorbing waves and/or currents, and Palm et al. [4]
publicly shared a step by step guide of how to couple an
external mooring solver with OpenFOAM [6].
It is with this same sense of open-source spirit that the
current paper is written, in the hope that other researchers
can use, improve upon and then share open source NWTs
for wave and other related offshore renewable energy
applications.
II. OPENFOAM LITERATURE REVIEW
OpenFOAM (Open source Field Operation And Manip-
ulation) has been used in a wide range of science and
engineering applications, such as complex fluid flows, heat
transfer, chemical reactions and electromagnetics. This section
collates relevant literature pertaining to the use of OpenFOAM
for the application of implementing a NWT for wave energy
experiments and is arranged into the following subsections: In-
troductory documents, wave modelling and coastal processes,
wave-body interactions, hydrodynamic parameter identifica-
tion, WEC simulation, theses, and then finally other related
material.
A. Introductory documents
For a novice user the following documents offer a useful
introduction to OpenFoam and are helpful in getting started
and becoming familiar with the software. The OpenFOAM
user guide provides general information on the operation of
the software and offers some basic tutorials [7].
Chalmers University of Technology offers a MSc/PhD
course in CFD with open source software, where the majority
of the course is focussed on OpenFOAM. All of the course
material is freely shared online [8]. Likewise, the University of
Genoa offers a course in OpenFOAM and generously shares
all of the material online also [9].
B. Wave modelling and coastal processes
The use of OpenFOAM to model the propagation and
breaking of waves has been reported by a number of authors.
Morgan et al. [10] used OpenFOAM to reproduce experi-
mental results for the propagation of monochromatic waves
over a submerged bar. Chenari et al. [11] also modelled the
propagation and breaking of regular waves. Extreme wave
events were investigated by Vyzikas et al. [12] by modelling
a focussed wave event, in an experimental wave tank and in
an OpenFOAM NWT, whereby they found good agreement
between the two results until unwanted wave reflections con-
taminated the experimental wave tank results, highlighting one
of the advantages of the NWT approach for wave energy
experiments. OpenFOAM has been also used to simulate
coastal processes [3] [13].
C. Wave-body interactions
Li and Lin [14] used a two-dimensional OpenFOAM nu-
merical wave tank to simulate nonlinear wave-body interac-
tions between monochromatic waves and a stationary surface-
piercing body in water of finite depth, with flat and sloping
bottoms, and found good agreement with experimental and
numerical results of other researchers. A similar study was
later performed by Li and Lin [15] including irregular waves
and varying water depth. Chen et al. [16] assessed how Open-
FOAM performs when applied to non-linear wave interactions
with offshore structures for a range of wave conditions.
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D. Hydrodynamic parameter identification
Bonfiglio et al. [17] performed prescribed harmonic os-
cillation experiments on a floating body to determine the
hydrodynamic radiation coefficients of the body at numerous
frequencies using a viscous solver. Present day coefficients
were determined using velocity potential methods which ex-
clude viscosity, therefore by performing experiments using
OpenFOAM, Bonfiglio et al. were able to measure the hydro-
dynamic forces on the body during radiation experiments and
compare their values to those predicted by boundary element
solvers. Cathelain [18], Garrido-Mendoza et al. [19] and
Gadelho et al. [20] also repeated this approach to determine the
added mass and radiation resistance coefficients of a floating
body at discrete frequencies.
Davidson et al. [21] used free decay experiments to identify
the full state dynamics of a floating body. Armesto et al.
[22] used free decay experiments and input waves to identify
the state plus input dynamics of an oscillating water column
(OWC). Davidson et al. [23] identified the state plus input
dynamics of a floating body by introducing a PTO force
to the body to drive its motion. Nonlinear hydrodynamic
restoring force coefficients were also identified from the NWT
experiments in [23]. Giorgi et al. [24] used input waves
to identify nonlinear hydrodynamic excitation force kernals.
Ringwood et al. [25] details optimising NWT experiments
for the identification of hydrodynamic models and shows
examples of both input waves and PTO forces in a NWT
experiment to train and validate a generalised hydrodynamic
model.
E. Wave Energy Converter simulation
OpenFOAM has been used to simulate the performance of
a range of WEC’s with different working principles. Generic
point absorber type WECs coupled to moorings were modelled
by Palm et al. [4] [26]. OWCs have been simulated by Iturrioz
et al. [27] and Souza et al. [28]. The oscillating wave surge
converter, ’The Oyster’, has been modelled in OpenFOAM
by Schmitt et al. [29] and Henry et al. [30]. A rotational
WEC using a single-bucket drag type turbine was simulated by
Akimoto et al. [31]. Thaker and Banerjee [32] simulated two-
phase flow phenomena in horizontal pipelines to investigate
WECs such as the JOSPA and Vigor. King [33] performed
2D simulations of the membrane based WEC, the ’Bombora’.
Overtopping, the working principle for a whole class of
WECs, is unable to be modelled using linear theory, therefore
Eskilsson et al. [34] used OpenFOAM to numerically simulate
the overtopping behaviour of the Wave Dragon device.
F. Theses
There are a number of theses focused on the use of Open-
FOAM for hydrodynamic simulations. These useful reference
documents, owing to the longer nature of a thesis compared
to a paper which allows more detail to be included.
Afshar [35] produced a masters thesis on numerical wave
generation in OpenFOAM. Alsgaard’s masters thesis [36]
investigated piston mode resonance in a moonpool using
OpenFOAM. Simulation of wave induced forces on semi sub-
merged horizontal cylinders were performed in Andersson’s
masters thesis [37]. Lambert [38] outlined the development
of a NWT using OpenFoam in her masters thesis. Paulsen
[39] used OpenFoam to compute wave loads on offshore
strucutres in his PhD Thesis. Cathelain’s masters thesis [18]
focussed on the modelling of a floating body in heave motion
using an OpenFOAM NWT. The use of OpenFOAM for the
application of coastal wave/structure interaction was explored
in Morgan’s PhD thesis [40]. Palm’s Liciante Thesis [41]
outlined the development of his work into simulating moored
floating WECs.
G. Of interest
Thien et al. [42] estimated the hydrodynamic forces on a
floating airboat from numerical simulations in OpenFOAM.
Benitz et al. [43] used OpenFOAM to analyse the hydrody-
namic forces on a semi-submersible offshore wind platform.
The hydrodynamic forces on a full scale tension leg platform
were investigated using OpenFOAM by Dai et al [44]. Ding et
al. [45] investigated energy harvesting from flow induced mo-
tion and vortex induced vibrations using physical experiments
and OpenFOAM simulations, noting good agreement between
the two.
III. OPENFOAM NUMERICAL WAVE TANK FOR WAVE
ENERGY EXPERIMENTS
Here, the use of the general purpose CFD software, Open-
FOAM, is presented for the specific purpose of implementing
a NWT for wave energy experiments. Section III-A describes
using OpenFOAM to create a NWT, Section III-B outlines
the OpenFOAM NWT’s capabilities and then a number of
example wave energy experiment are displayed in Section
III-C.
A. OpenFOAM Numerical Wave Tank
The NWT uses the interFoam solver, designed to solve
the Navier-Stokes equations for two incompressible fluids.
Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of a NWT simulation depicting one
fluid in red and the other in blue, obviously for wave energy
applications the two fluids are sea water and air, respectively.
Fig. 2. Snapshot of a NWT simulation
interFoam tracks the free surface using the volume of
fluid (VOF) approach, illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the
volume fraction of water inside each mesh cell. It is therefore
important to have a fine vertical mesh resolution around
the area where the free surface is likely to appear in order
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Fig. 3. The volume of fluid technique for capturing the free surface interface.
Here the actual free surface is represented by the solid blue line and the
number represent the volume fraction of water in each cell
to accurately capture the free surface interface (see Section
IV-B3).
interFOAM offers a number of methods and models to
simulate turbulence. Turbulence models are used to predict
the effects of turbulence in fluid flow without resolving all
scales of the smallest turbulence fluctuations. A number of
models have been developed that can be used to approximate
turbulence based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations.
• Laminar model
• k − ǫ model
• k − ω model
• k − ω − SST model
Within each time-step, interFoam therefore not only solves
the Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid pressure and velocity,
but also solves for the volume fraction and a number of
variables associated with the turbulence models.
Different functions and utilities can then be used with the
interFoam solver to enable various NWT capabilities. A rough
abstraction of using OpenFOAM to implement a NWT is
depicted in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Using OpenFOAM to implement a NWT.
The forces function integrates the fluid pressure over a
boundary, such as the surface of a WEC, to calculate the
hydrodynamic force on that boundary. In Fig. 5 the fluid
pressure over the surface of a sphere at a particular instant
is shown. The forces function outputs the calculated hydrody-
namic forces and moments in six degrees of freedom (DoF),
either to output logs or to other functions or utilities.
Fig. 5. Fluid pressure over the surface of a semi-submerged sphere
The two-way fluid-strucutre interaction between the fluid
and a WEC can be implemented using the sixDoFRigid-
BodyMotion utility. sixDoFRigidBodyMotion takes the hydro-
dynamic force calculated by the forces function, then uses
Newton’s laws of motion to calculate the motion of the WEC.
Other functions are then called to update the position of the
WEC and the mesh cells. The simulation then iterates forward
in time and the process is repeated with the interFoam solver
calculating the new fluid pressure and velocity throughout
the domain. interFoam allows dynamic mesh motion using
interDyMFoam.
B. Capabilities
The OpenFOAM NWT has the following features which are
useful for wave energy experiments:
• Can test at full scale, eliminating scaling effects.
• Viscous effects, nonlinear waves, wave breaking, green
water effects, slamming loads, etc. neglected by velocity
potential methods are included.
• Any tank depth / width can be used and changed as
desired.
• Import any WEC geometry without incurring costs in-
volved for building prototypes.
• Wave creation and absorption, offering control of wave
inputs not possible in the open ocean testing and elimi-
nating wave reflections which is difficult in physical wave
tanks.
• Hydrodynamic force measurement.
• Actuate or constrain motion in six DoF without mechan-
ical restraints influencing device dynamics.
• Passively probe the pressure and velocity values for the
air and water everywhere with zero measurement noise.
C. Examples
In this section a sample of various NWT experiments are
shown. The scope of the present paper considers rigid body
type WECs only. However, the use of OpenFOAM NWTs for
OWC applications has been reported in [27] [28] and early
demonstrations involving flexible membranes is shown in [33].
Fig. 6 shows a plot of the free surface elevation measured
by a wave gauge in the NWT and a plot of the corresponding
spectral content. The waves are generated using the methods
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outlined in Section IV-C1, targeting to produce a JONSWAP
spectrum with a peak period of 10s and consisting of 50
frequencies evenly spaced between 0 and 0.5Hz with randomly
assigned phases.
Fig. 6. Irregular waves experiment
A simple example of body motion is the free decay exper-
iment, Fig. 7, whereby the body is initially displaced from
equilibrium and the resulting motion simulated as the body
oscillates back to its rest position. This experiment is useful for
investigating a WEC’s natural dynamics, yielding information
such as decay rates and system resonances (shown by the peak
in the spectral content in Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Free decay experiment
Another useful experiment for examining the hydrodynamic
response of a WEC, is to drive its motion with an input
force, as shown in Fig. 8. In this figure a power take-off
(PTO) system, with bi-directional power flow capabilities,
inputs energy to the WEC and drives its motion with the
PTO force using a chirp signal. The instantaneous frequency
of the chirp signal increases linearly during the simulation,
sweeping the range from 0 to 1Hz in 300s for this example.
The corresponding body motion gives an indication of the
system’s response for the corresponding instantaneous input
frequency, illustrated by the different resonant peaks in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. PTO input force experiment
Fig. 9 shows an example output from an experiment where
the WEC motion is excited by an incident sea spectrum. The
NWT can generate single or multi-frequency input waves,
which can be either omni- or multi-directional, and is also
capable of producing winds and currents. For these type of
experiments, involving WEC motion driven by input waves,
the NWT can also include a PTO force on the WEC. This func-
tionality, in addition to the NWT’s ability to instantaneously
probe any variable with zero measurement noise and apply
perfect actuation forces, makes the NWT a useful testbed for
designing and evaluating PTO control algorithms. Additionally
in these type of experiments, the NWT can include realistic
mooring forces on the WEC, as shown by [26].
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Fig. 9. Input waves experiment
The NWT’s ability to measure the hydrodynamic force on
a body, offers many useful possibilities in wave energy exper-
iments. Fig. 10 shows an example of an experiment designed
to measured the hydrostatic restoring force for a WEC. In
this experiment the WEC is slowly moved through its full
range of displacement while the corresponding hydrodynamic
force is measured, Fig. 10-(a) and 10-(b) respectively. If the
WEC is moved slowly enough then all of the velocity and
acceleration related effects (dynamic forces) will be negligible
and the measured hydrodynamic force will consist only of
the position dependent effects i.e. the hydrostatic force. The
hydrostatic force can then be evaluated as a function of the
WEC displacement, 10-(c), from which nonlinear hydrostatic
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restoring force terms can be identified for WEC models [23].
Fig. 10. Hydrostatic restoring force experiment
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This section details the implementation of the OpenFOAM
NWT for the case of a rigid body type WEC. Section IV-A
describes the Case Folder, where the files for each differ-
ent OpenFOAM simulation reside. Section IV-B outlines the
steps involved in defining and meshing the tank and WEC
geometries. Section IV-C focuses on the fluid settings, such
as; defining the physical properties of the air and water, the
different solver options, the initial and boundary conditions,
and how to create and absorb waves. Section IV-D involves
implementing the body motion in the NWT. Distributing the
simulation across multiple processors for computation is out-
lined in Section IV-E. Section IV-F then discusses measuring
and recording outputs from the NWT simulation. Finally,
Section IV-G offers advice on debugging a simulation crash.
A. Case Folder
The files in the case folder contain all of the information
for an OpenFOAM simulation. The OpenFOAM utilities and
solvers are invoked from the case folder to pre-process and
simulate NWT experiments. The output data is then written to
this folder for post-processing. The files organised into three
sub-folders:Constant, System and 0.org.
1) Constant: The files in the Constant folder contain infor-
mation relating to the physical properties of the NWT, such
as: geometry and mesh data, fluid and turbulence properties,
direction and magnitude of gravity etc.
2) System: The files in the System folder contain informa-
tion relating to the simulation properties of the NWT, such
as: the simulation length, the solvers used, the discretisation
methods used, any functions or libraries to be included etc.
3) 0.org: The files in the 0.org folder contain information
relating to the initial and boundary conditions of the solution
parameters, such as: the fluid velocity, pressure, volume frac-
tion, location of rigid bodies etc.
B. Tank and device geometry creation
Creating the geometrical properties of the NWT are dis-
cussed in this section. The tank’s geometrical domain is
defined and then names assigned to the relevant boundary
faces. A backgrouund mesh is constructed, from which the
device geometry is imported into.
1) Tank: The geometrical domain of the simulation is
defined by vertex points in the blockMeshDict file, which is
located in polyMesh folder inside the constant folder. From
these vertices; blocks and edges can be defined, also in the
blockMeshDict file, to construct the overall geometry of the
domain.
The present NWT is constructed using rectangular blocks.
The vertex points are given parameterised names (e.g.
x1, x2, .., y1, y2, , .z1 etc) and then later assigned a numeric
value by the Python scripts. The parameter values are calcu-
lated depending on other experiment parameters selected by
the user, such as the depth of the tank, the wavelengths to be
generated etc. The domain is split into 27 blocks in a 3x3x3
arrangement, whereby one central block is neighboured on
both sides in all directions.
The rectangular blocks allow a clean divide through sym-
metry planes in the two horizontal directions, for construction
of the half and quarter tanks, illustrated in Fig. 11. For
experiments which exhibit one or two planes of symmetry, it
is beneficial from a computational view to only model one half
or quarter of the domain respectively. Symmetry planes can be
defined on boundary faces, discussed in the next subsection.
The rectangular blocks also allow an easy construction of a
2D tank. Strictly speaking OpenFOAM does not perform 2D
simulations, however, by removing the two outside rows of
blocks in one horizontal direction, leaving a 3x1x3 arrange-
ment, and placing symmetry planes on the front and back faces
of this domain, will yield a simulation that is only one cell
thick and able to run very fast compared to its 3D counterpart.
2D tanks can be useful to save on computation time while
developing experiment design.
Fig. 11. The half and quarter tanks. Symmetry planes are denoted by red
and side walls by blue
2) Boundaries: The boundaries are defined in the
blockMeshDict file. The tank floor is assigned the wall bound-
ary type, whereas the top face and the the four walls of the
NWT are of type patch. For simulations in the half, quarter
or 2D tanks, the boundary type symmetryPlane is assigned to
the outer vertical faces not corresponding to the actual NWT
walls.
3) Background mesh: The mesh is a very important part of
the calculation. Poor meshes lead to poor results. There exists
a tradeoff between number of cells and computation time. The
meshing strategy for the current NWT is described below and
illustrated in Fig. 12:
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• The central block contains a high density mesh of uniform
cubic cells.
• Horizontally, the mesh stretches with distance away from
the central block to reduce the overall amount of cells.
• Vertically, the mesh is split into three regions: air, inter-
face and water.
– The interface region spans the area where the free
surface may appear during the simulation and is set
with a high mesh density of uniform vertical cell
length.
– The air region has a low cell density and the mesh
stretches with distance from the interface upwards to
the atmosphere boundary.
– The water region has moderate mesh density and the
mesh stretches gradually from the interface down to
the tank floor.
Fig. 12. Background mesh
4) Importing the WEC geometry: The snappyHexMesh
utility removes and refines cells from the background mesh to
import the WEC geometry into the NWT, as depicted in Fig.
13. snappyHexMesh is controlled by the snappyHexMeshDict
file in the system folder and requires that the user provide an
STL file of the geometry in a folder named triSurface in the
constant folder.
Fig. 13. (a) Original background mesh. (b) Using SnappyHexMesh to import
a geometry into the background mesh
The geometry is imported into the central, high mesh
density, region and snappyHexMesh can also be used to further
refine the mesh around the WEC to adjust mesh quality
parameters to desired levels. For example, in turbulent flows
close to boundaries, the mesh’s Y+ value is important in
order to resolve the boundary layer. The Y+ value is the
nondimensional wall distance;
Y+ =
y
√
τω
ρ
ν
, (1)
here y is the smallest element height normal to the wall, ν
is the kinematic viscosity and τω is the wall shear stress.
SnappyHexMesh can be used to refine the mesh around the
device to ensure that these cells obey the relevant Y+ values.
For some applications this may result in a very large cell count
and slow simulations. For this reason [34] advises to run Euler
simulations without the viscosity where appropriate.
C. Fluid settings
The NWT is based on interFoam, which solves for the fluid
pressure, velocity and volume fraction, as well as additional
variables in the turbulence models. This section focuses on the
treatment of these variables, which correspond to the different
file names in the 0.org folder:
• u : the velocity
• p : the pressure
• p rgh : the ’dynamic pressure’. Derived from the cal-
culated pressure and is used to simplify the treatment
for certain boundary conditions. Specifically, it equals
the pressure minus the density of the fluid multiplied by
gravity multiplied by the vertical height of the cell from
zero. If the free surface is located at zero this quantity
would represent the total pressure minus the hydrostatic
pressure, but for all other cases this is not true.
• alpha.water : the volume fraction of water
• k : turbulent kinetic energy
• epsilon : turbulent dissipation
• omega : specific dissipation
• nut : kinematic eddy viscosity
The initial and boundary conditions for these variables are
set inside the corresponding variable file in the 0.org folder.
The volume and initial position of the two fluid phases, air
and water, are set using the setFields utility which reads
the setFieldsDict in the system folder. The properties of the
fluids, such as their density and viscosity are set in the
transportProperties file and the turbulence settings in the
turbulentProperties file, both located in the constant folder.
1) Wave creation and absorption: There are a numerous
options for creating and absorbing waves in the NWT ranging
from; geometrical beaches, porosity zones, high viscosity
regions and cell stretching techniques for absorbing waves,
and moving wall/flap type wave makers, dynamic boundary
conditions and relaxation zones for both wave creation and
absorption. Each have different strengths and weaknesses, a
comparison of these different methods is outside the scope of
the present paper.
The current NWT uses the relaxation zone method as imple-
mented by the waves2Foam toolbox [3]. This method blends
the solutions calculated by interFoam with target solutions to
produce a target output. The target output for absorption is
zero velocity. For wave creation, the user is able to select a
target solution from a number available wave theories, set in
the waveParameters file in the constant folder, to produce the
desired output. The blending occurs inside of relaxation zones,
which are depicted in Fig 14 for the case of a unidirectional
wave train travelling from the left to the right of the tank.
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Due to the large sizes of these relaxation zones this technique
is not likely to be the most computationally efficient method,
however the toolbox functionality makes it easy to implement.
Initial conditions are set with the setWaveField utility which
reads the waveParameters file. When using this toolbox the
waveFoam solver must be used instead of interFoam.
Simulation 
zone
WEC
Wave creation 
zone
Absorption 
zone
Absorption 
zone
Absorption 
zone
To wall
To wall
To wallTo wall
Fig. 14. Relaxation zone configuration for wave creation and absorption
2) Simulating: The solver for the simulation is set in the
controlDict file in the system folder. Other important simu-
lation parameters, such as the simulation length and libraries
to be linked, are also set in the controlDict file. Selection
of the finite-volume techniques for the simulation are set in
the fvSchemes file. The equation solvers, tolerances and other
algorithm controls are set in the fvSolution file.
D. Body motion
There are two options available for implementing experi-
ments with body motion; either prescribed or solved motion.
Prescribed motion involves updating the body motion along a
predefined trajectory, irrespective of the forces acting upon the
body. Solved motion involves calculating the body’s trajectory
from the forces it experiences. The position of the body is a
varying quantity throughout the simulation for both options,
and the boundary conditions for the body position is set in the
pointDisplacement file in the 0.org folder.
1) Prescribed motion: Prescribed motion can be used for
radiation type experiments whereby the WEC is oscillated
at various frequencies and amplitudes, while the resulting
hydrodynamic force on the body measured, as in [17]. Pre-
scribed motion is also used to perform the hydrostatic restoring
force experiment in Fig. 10. The present NWT implements
prescribed motion using the oscillatingDisplacement function.
This function sets a sinusoidal device trajectory of variable
amplitude and frequency.
2) Solved motion: Used to simulate the motion of rigid-
body type WECs in response to input waves and external
forces. Implemented by setting the WEC’s boundary condition
to calculated and then calling the 6DoFRigidBodyMotion
solver from the dynamicMeshDict file in the constant folder.
6DoFRigidBodyMotion calculates the motion using New-
ton’s law; acceleration equals the total force divided by the
mass. Here the total force is the hydrodynamic force calculated
by the forces function plus any additional user defined forces
(e.g. PTO and mooring forces). The WEC’s mass and moments
of inertia are read from the dynamicMeshDict file and must
be input by the user.
6DoFRigidBodyMotion can constrain the body to only move
to designated degrees of freedom via the constraints function.
Additionally, simple mooring forces can be implemented as
linear springs and/or dampers through the restraints function.
Alternatively, the restraints function can be modified to calcu-
late the mooring forces via an external solver [4]. The present
NWT implements a PTO force by modifying the restraints
function, however details of performing the modification are
outside the scope of this paper.
E. Parallel Computing
OpenFOAM uses MPI (message passing interface) to allow
parallel distribution of the computation across many processors
and machines. Domain decomposition is used to break the
geometry and associated fields into subdomains which are
solved on the separate processors. This process is performed
by the decomposePar utility, which is controlled by the
decomposeParDict file in the system folder.
F. Recording outputs
This section details the different outputs available from the
NWT experiments and how to record them.
1) Body motions: The information regarding position and
velocity of the WEC can be found in the solver output log
which is written to the case folder at run time. At every time-
step, the body’s centre of mass and velocity are written to
this log, along with other information such as the time-step
length and current simulation time, number of solver iterations
and residuals, execution time, mean and maximum Courant
numbers etc. The current NWT then uses Python scripts to
extract the time, position and velocity values at each time step
and store them neatly as vectors in separate text files.
2) Hydrodynamic Forces: The forces function integrates the
fluid pressure over a surface to give the force from the fluid
on that surface. The libForces.so library must be first included
in the controlDict file to use this function. forces can then
be called from the controlDict file to create an output log
containing the normal and tangential forces/moments (pressure
and shear forces/moments) on the specified surface. The output
log is written to a postProcessing folder, created at runtime
directly inside the case folder, and Python scripts can be used
to extract individual force components, such as heave or pitch,
from the output log and store them neatly as vectors in separate
text files.
3) Probes: Probes can set inside the controlDict file to
record pressure and velocity values anywhere in the fluid. The
value of these variables is constant in each mesh cell, therefore
the spatial resolution of these measurements is defined by the
mesh resolution. Wave gauges can be implemented to measure
the free surface elevation (FSE) by probing the alpha.water
value at many points along a vertical line. An alpha.water
value of 1 corresponds to water, 0 to air and the value around
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the interface will be somewhere in between 0 and 1. Taking
the average of the measured values along the vertical line will
tell how far along the line the free surface is located, i.e. if
the average alpha.water value probed along a 10m vertical
line is 0.735, then the free surface is located 7.35m from
the bottom of the line. Alternatively, the waves2Foam toolbox
has functions which can calculate the FSE which can used
by including the libwaves2Foam.so library and calling the
surfaceElevation function in the controlDict file.
4) paraView: Paraview is a GUI which allows visualisation
of the simulation results, either as snap shots or animations,
which is useful for understanding and presenting simulations
(see Fig. 15). The paraFOAM utility enables paraview to
read and display the output results written to the output
time directories created during the simulation run. These time
directories contain all of the field information at each mesh
cell and require a significant amount of disk space to store.
The output write interval for the time directories is specified
in the controlDict file.
0.1s 0.3s 0.5s
Floating cylinder
Vortex shedding
Fig. 15. Paraview postprocess view of the dynamic pressure during a free
decay simulation illustrating the creation of vortex structures from the sharp
bottom edge of a cylinder during a free decay experiment
G. Debugging
The output logs are full of information from the simulation
and are therefore an obvious place to look for debugging pur-
poses. Modifying the C++ source code to write out additional
parameters or flags to the output logs can be useful to aide in
this purpose.
Using paraView to visualise the simulation can offer clues
to the cause of a simulation crash. If the output time interval is
too sparse, then paraView mightn’t have information available
from the moments preceding the crash and it might be neces-
sary to rerun the simulation with increased temporal resolution
for the output files.
The checkMesh utility is useful tool for checking the quality
of the mesh. checkMesh gives the mesh a pass/fail rating as
to whether it can be used for simulation and writes an output
log reporting on the various mesh quality metrics, such as
skewness, aspect ratios etc, and prints the location of bad mesh
cells to the Sets folder. checkMesh should be used after initially
creating the mesh to ensure the overall mesh quality before
proceeding to simulation and also for debugging purposes after
a simulation crash by using paraView to display the shape and
position of any bad mesh cells output by checkMesh to the Sets
folder.
V. CONCLUSION
CFD based NWTs are a useful tool for performing wave
energy experiments and can be valuable in the design and
optimisation of WECs. OpenFOAM is a good choice for
implementing a CFD based NWT, due to its open source
licensing and growing user base who are constantly verifying
and validating its performance and extending and improving its
capabilities. Through open sharing by the academic commu-
nity, on platforms such an OpenORE [46], it may be possible
to provide open source NWTs for the wave and other offshore
renewable energy industries.
This work in this paper focussed on NWT experiments
involving rigid body type WECs and on developing scripts,
in the open source software Python, to automate the set-
up, implementation and post-processing of these experiments.
Future work involves implementing this utility for OWC type
and flexible body/membrane type WEC experiments.
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